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Abstract
Human bone is one of the most vulnerable tissues in human bodies. After formal surgery or other radical treatments, bone disease

recovery take parts important roles for people with bone diseases. High quality bone disease diagnosis, interventions and therapeutics is an important area for updating symptom alleviation and risk management strategies in the clinic worldwide. This editorial
highlights this discipline of pharmacological and therapeutic significance.
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Introduction
Human bone is one of the most vulnerable tissues in human bodies. In the life-time of a lot of people, bone tissue is commonly ex-

perienced with bone fracture and other bone pain symptoms especially in sports activity [1,2]. The prevalence of osteoporosis in senile

and disable people is a health problem worldwide. After formal surgery or other radical treatments, bone disease recovery take parts
important roles for people with bone diseases [3-5]. High quality bone disease diagnosis, interventions and therapeutics is an important

area for updating symptom alleviation and risk management strategies in the clinic worldwide. This editorial highlights this discipline of
pharmacological and therapeutic significance.
Overview of diagnosis and therapeutics

Osteoporosis-induced human disable and other bone diseases is one of the leading causes for morbidity and mortality of senile pa-

tients. To Achieve better recovery and therapeutic outcomes, early diagnosis, instruments, life-style notification and proper therapeutic

intervention is indispensable [5]. Timely and high-quality strategies among instrument, life-style, pharmacologic intervention and drug
developments are all indispensable.
Major arguments

Bone disease recovery strategies need multidisciplinary care and therapeutic drugs-mainly coverage of both life-style and drug in-

terventions. Balanced diagnostic systems and pharmacologic paradigms may be more reliable for diagnostic-therapeutic interventions.
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Therapeutic selections
Bone impairment recovery and treatments are divided into several categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Instruments (light or temperature control)
Life-style (frequent of sunbath)

Personal assistance (cane supports or wheel-chair)

Food supports and composition controls (vegetables, fruits, seed/nuts, seafood and others)
Chemical products and compounds (inorganic, synthetic and natural)
Bio-agents (fish calcitonin and others)

Herbal medicines (western and eastern publications)
Therapeutic combinations [3-5].

To promote therapeutic benefits, deeper understanding the association between pathology and pharmacological treatments are sug-

gested.

Drug categories and developments
Therapeutic drugs can be classified as following categories [6-10]. In the future, more drugs will be developed and clinical validity.
Drug development directions

Major targets

Clinical applications

Mineral

Bone composition

Bone composition support

Vitamins

Synthetic compounds

Mineral absorption

Genes or molecules

Natural chemotherapy agents

Wide-range of biological activity

Pharmaceutical

Drug stable

Herbal medicine
Biotherapy

Pharmacogenomics
Drug combination

Bone cell growths

Diversity

Bone hormone and molecules
Drug dosing

Each possibility

Bone disease treatments
Disease and foods

Disease intervention
Bone functions

Drug function and cost reductions
Drug efficacy and toxicity
Therapeutic promotions

Table 1: Present drug categories and therapeutic studies.

From these drug types and categories, drug with low undesired side-effects are especially welcome. Certainly, drug or therapy combi-

nation are also widely utilized for bone-disease recovery and treatments.
Co-morbidity

Co-morbidity is a common character of most chronic and metabolic diseases-including some kinds of bone diseases [11-19]. Previ-

ously, we ask this question of key pathological and pharmacologic significance. In the future, growing body of this biomedical researches
will be expanded.

Conclusion

Patho-therapeutic relation of bone diseases must be found out and translated new discoveries from bench to the bedside. Expanding

clinical therapeutics and cost-effective evaluation is important and indispensable [19-21]. Apart from drug development, medical instruments and technologies that can help patient recovery must also be promoted in the future.
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